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Heritage Sign Project 

Simeon Featherstone and Anastasia Sledkova of Parasite Ceramics 
were commissioned by Cornwall Council on behalf of the  
St Austell Townscape Heritage (TH) scheme.  The TH scheme  
is a 4 year grant programme funding traditional repairs  
and reinstating missing architectural detailing to key historic  
buildings in St Austell town centre. The scheme includes  
a programme of traditional and sustainable skills training  
for Cornwall College students.
 
One the aims of the TH scheme is to provide new high quality 
shopfronts and signs in the town centre informed by the 
Cornwall Shopfront Design Guide:  https://www.cornwall.gov.
uk/environment-and-planning/strategic-historic-environment-
service/guidance/technical-guidance/historic-shopfronts-and-
signage/. The St Austell Appendix to this guide promotes the use 
of ceramics in shopfronts and signs in the town to reflect the areas 
historical links with china clay (pages 8 and 9).  To progress this 
one of the TH skills training initiatives was to involve Cornwall 
College students in the production of ceramic hanging signs.
 
Our brief was to design and produce a prototype ceramic hanging 
sign as a model for future shop signs in the town. The production 
of the prototype sign has taken place and includes this manual 
which is to be used to inform production of further ceramic 
hanging signs to be made by Cornwall College students. The manual  
describes in detail  the initial research for the new sign, evolution 
of the design, testing  and production.

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/strategic-historic-environment-service/guidance/technical-guidance/historic-shopfronts-and-signage
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Metal brackets: Research

There is a great variety of traditional metal hanging signs available to buy. 
The majority are made for wood or composite panels and are not heavy 
duty like clay, and therefore not suitable for this project. However, when 
starting the design from scratch, create a mood board of existing designs, 
beautiful motifs, patterns or other interesting details that are helpful.

Pinterest is a brilliant tool to find a variety of inspiring imagery. Other 
sources may include books on artists working with metal, fabrication 
techniques and craft magazines. 
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Metal brackets: Initial design conciderations

The diagrams below illustrate our process in developing possible options 
of the design to take to the metal fabricators.
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Metal brackets: Initial design options
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Initial design optionsGeneral information and key dimensions

Approx weight of the ceramic 
panel (x2 sides) b/w 15-18kg

Design considerations:

Dimensions of the piece.
The majority of the Historic buildings within the conservation area are 
two-three storeys high. The sign has to work with architectural details  
of the building while maintaining a good level of visibility. 

Overall visual impact.
Ceramic and metal components of the sign should work harmoniously 
and portray the logo of the business in the best possible way.

Safety.
The estimated weight of the ceramic insert in 15-18 kg. Additional 
support/fixing points should be considered. 

Production methods and their costs.
There is a variety of metal fabrication methods available. Very intricate 
and detailed designs are best produced by casting iron or plasma cutting. 
However, those methods are considerably more expensive. Traditional 
blacksmithing techniques such as forging are the best for creating great 
designs made by hand and at a reasonable cost.  

Maintenance.
From time to time the sign might require maintenance, or it might need 
to be changed completely should the name of the business change. The 
design should reflect that.
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Metal brackets: Testing initial concepts

scale 1:1
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Metal brackets: Final design elements 
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Metal brackets: Detailed drawing
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Front view
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Further information: Choosing Materials

Most common metal used is mild steel. It is inexpensive, widely available 
and easy to work with. Alternatively, 3.04 Grade stainless steel can also be 
used. Stainless steel requires a different approach when welded, so please 
consult with the selected metal fabricator. Both materials, however, need 
anti-corrosion treatment, which is important in areas by the sea, where 
the atmosphere is “highly-aggressive” to metal. The most common and 
effective way to treat metal to prevent corrosion is by galvanising it; others 
include powder coating and using specialised 2 component paint. Please 
specify stainless steel/marine grade steel bolts and screws for any internal 
fixings. 

Number and type of external fixings depends on weight of the sign and 
the material + condition of building. Please refer to the report by Martin 
Redstone and Associates for recommendations for this project. (Appendix 1)
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Ceramics: Choosing the correct material

Key considerations:

What Clay to use?
We were keen to work in Bone China due to it’s high china clay content 
and therefore, close association with the local mining region. Due to the 
high china clay content, Bone China (or Porcelain) is highly malleable, 
shrinks considerably when drying and can warp in the firing process.  
It is a difficult material to handle. We added 12% Molochite (120mesh)  
to give the clay body more strength

Another reason for choosing Bone China is that the first firing (bisque)  
is at the top temperature range and vitrifies the clay. This allowed us to keep 
the tiles relatively flat by applying slight pressure on each piece using spare 
offcuts of clay material. The lower temperature glaze is applied after this.

White Stoneware is another option and fires to the same temperature  
as Bone China or Porcelain. Unlike these clays, which are highly prized 
for their translucency, Stoneware is off-white due to the content of grog, 
fired clay ground into particles and added to the clay body for strength.

Our Method
Due to the large size of the ceramic panel, it is most likely that the design 
will incorporate a number of pieces so that it doesn’t crack or warp and 
more importantly, it fits in the kiln. We decided to roll out a slab as one 
large panel and cut it into pieces. This way, we could see the pattern  
of the design, and the clay was of an even thickness and dampness.

Our Tools
We cut a number of 25mm moisture-resistant MDF boards into the 
dimension of the panel, factoring in the clay shrinkage. For example, 
each board was 580mm X 580mm and the final dimension of the clay 
panel was 512mm X 512mm. All clay manufacturers should be able to tell 
you the shrinkage of the clay on request. We also cut some wooden guides 
to maintain the required thickness of the clay when rolling out the slab. 
Due to the large span of the clay panel, we purchased and cut a 60mm 
thick piece of beech dowel as a bespoke rolling pin. 

We also overlaid a piece of textured matting, a type of anti-slip mesh 
usually bought for carpetting, to give the tile adhesive some grip when 
assembling the sign at the end.

Bin liners make excellent plastic sheeting for covering work and slowing 
the drying process. We placed a plastic sheet on the clay and flipped it 
over onto another board. We added another sheet of plastic to sandwich 
the clay otherwise, the panel will dry out on one side too quickly and warp.
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Clay Preparation

1. Add finely ground Molochite to the clay and wedge it thoroughly.
2. Beat the clay with the rolling pin to flatten out before rolling directly  
on the wooden board
4. Spray water to avoid the clay drying out too quickly
5. Reach the corners by rolling out from the middle at different angles. 
6. Apply the mesh and roll once more to pick up the texture
7. Lay a piece of plastic sheeting (bin liner) on top and flip the clay over. 
Add another layer of plastic sheeting so that the clay is now sandwiched  
in plastic. Leave for a day or two.
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Tiles breakdown and Logo Layout
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Our Production Method

Our Process:
 
In order to simplify the design and bring out the quality of the bone china 
material, we opted to screenprint the logo over the glaze. This allowed us 
to design and cut the clay into a set of mosaic pieces. We left a gap of 1mm 
between each side piece and 2mm between the middle sections.

The layout was drawn on a computer, numbered and printed out and 
glued onto thick card. Once the clay was leatherhard (firm but not dry), 
the templates were overlaid onto the clay and cut out with a scalpel.

The clay is left to dry over a period of days or weeks, depending on how 
it reacts to the ambient temperature of the working environment. Some 
outside sections were covered completely in plastic to reduce the chance  
of cracking.

Every so often the pieces required inspection and sponging along  
the edges to remove the chance of cracking. This is very common  
with bone china.

Halfway through the drying process we flipped the pieces upside down  
so that they dry evenly and do not warp on one side.
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Firing Process 

Once bone dry, the pieces are incredibly fragile. Handle with  
care and load into the kiln for the bisque firing. We would place  
one on top of the another to weigh down the pieces in case of curling 
or warping during the firing process. Sprinkle Calcined Alumina 
Hydrate liberally in between the pieces and on the shelves to avoid  
the pieces sticking together.  
 

Glazing Process 

We conducted over 30 tests to achieve the required glaze finish. 
Different clay types require different glaze recipes and different 
temperatures. Be sure to understand the properties and instructions  
of the selected glazes used. We wanted to keep it simple and bought  
a glaze specifically for Bone China, meaning it was fluid and glossy.  
We added increments of Red Iron Oxide, Rutile and yellow at stain  
0.5-4% to achieve the subtle gradation of colour in the completed design. 

There are many ways to design and decorate the ceramic panel. 
Coloured slips, brushed underglazes, commercial stains and a range  
of glazes can all give variable effects and require extensive testing.
 

Screenprinting 

We chose to screenprint black underglaze onto a transfer decal to give  
us the detailing of the logo print and brushwork. This required a further 
firing after the glaze firing. One option is to send a digital file to a ceramic 
printing company and they will print the transfers for you. 

Assembly

The tiles are fitted onto the substrate with an adhesive suitable for 
exterior use. It is important not to use too much adhesive and keep  
the tiles as flat as possible. The tiles are then grouted and cleaned. After 
the panel is fitted into the metal frame, both sides have to be sealed  
to prevent any moisture getting through. 

Our Production Method
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Our Production Method
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• Consider the early attempts as tests. It’s important to have more than  
one option due to the technically-challenging nature of the material. 

• Give yourself plenty of time to improve the design and the quality  
of finish.

• Factor in the clay shrinkage. This can range from 8-15%

• Incorporate a texture on the back of the panel for the tile adhesive  
to adhere too.

• Dry very slowly and evenly by covering the damp clay. Devise  
a strategy for managing the shrinkage.

• Clay must be fired to vitrification to be suitable for exterior use. 
Weathering can lead to expansion and cracking over time.

• Glaze must fire evenly and not have a crackle effect. The clay surface 
needs to be impermeable to water. 

• The overall design must factor the thickness of the two panels,  
the middle subtrate and the tile adhesive. Be cautious as it needs  
to fit into the steel frame.

• Apply glass fibre mesh inbetween the two panels and middle 
substrate. This will reduce the likelihood of the ceramic panel 
smashing into pieces if hit directly by a flying object.

Design Considerations
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Suppliers

Creative Metalwork
Steve and Chrissy Robinson
Bodmin
Cornwall
PL30 4BB
01208 269824
mail@creative-metalwork.co.uk
www.creative-metalwork.co.uk

Potclays
Stoke-on-Trent 
Staffordshire 
ST4 7BP 
01782 219816   
sales@potclays.co.uk
www.potclays.co.uk

List of materials used

Bone China 155-11481 Potclays
White Grogged Stoneware   157-4230 Potclays
Crystal Clear Glaze    SKU2204-100M Potclays
Porcelain Transparent Glaze    SKU: 2395-01 Potclays
Molochite (120mesh)    CTM Potter Supplies

Knauf New Aquapanel Board - 6mm x 900mm x 1.2m
C-T-1 Hybrid Polymer Sealant & Adhesive (Black)
Mapei Keraquick Rapid-Set Flexible Tile Adhesive (Grey)
Mapei Ultracolour Plus Grout (Dark Grey)

Ceramic Transfer  
Screen Printing
Naomi Bailey 
naomir.bailey@gmail.com 

http://www.creative-metalwork.co.uk
http://www.potclays.co.uk
mailto:naomir.bailey%40gmail.com%20?subject=
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Appendix 1

Stuctural Design Calculations  
by Martin Redstone Associates


































